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Abstract. This paper describes ANN-Benchmarks, a tool for evaluating
the performance of in-memory approximate nearest neighbor algorithms.
It provides a standard interface for measuring the performance and quality
achieved by nearest neighbor algorithms on different standard data sets.
It supports several different ways of integrating k-NN algorithms, and its
configuration system automatically tests a range of parameter settings for
each algorithm. Algorithms are compared with respect to many different
(approximate) quality measures, and adding more is easy and fast; the
included plotting front-ends can visualise these as images, LATEX plots,
and websites with interactive plots. ANN-Benchmarks aims to provide
an constantly updated overview of the current state of the art of k-NN
algorithms. In the short term, this overview allows users to choose the
correct k-NN algorithm and parameters for their similarity search task; in
the longer term, algorithm designers will be able to use this overview to test
and refine automatic parameter tuning. The paper gives an overview of the
system, evaluates the results of the benchmark, and points out directions
for future work. Interestingly, very different approaches to k-NN search
yield comparable quality-performance trade-offs. The system is available
at http://sss.projects.itu.dk/ann-benchmarks/.
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Introduction

Nearest neighbor search is one of the most fundamental tools in many areas of
computer science, such as image recognition, machine learning, and computational
linguistics. For example, one can use nearest neighbor search on image descriptors
such as MNIST [18] to recognize handwritten digits, or one can find semantically
similar phrases to a given phrase by applying the word2vec embedding [22] and
finding nearest neighbors. The latter can, for example, be used to tag articles on
a news website and recommend new articles to readers that have shown an interest
in a certain topic. In some cases, a generic nearest neighbor search under a suitable
distance or measure of similarity offers surprising quality improvements [8].
In many applications, the data points are described by high-dimensional vectors,
usually ranging from 100 to 1000 dimensions. A phenomenon called the curse of
?
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dimensionality, the existence of which is also supported by popular algorithmic hardness conjectures (see [2,28]), tells us that to obtain the true nearest neighbors, we
have to use either linear time (in the size of the dataset) or time/space that is exponential in the dimensionality of the dataset. In the case of massive high-dimensional
datasets, this rules out efficient and exact nearest neighbor search algorithms.
To obtain efficient algorithms, research has focused on allowing the returned
neighbors to be an approximation of the true nearest neighbors. As an example,
in the case of searching for the nearest neighbor p∗ of a query point q, we require
for the algorithm to be correct that it returns a point that is at most a factor of
1+ε further away from q than p∗ .
There exist many different algorithmic techniques for finding approximate
nearest neighbors. Classical algorithms such as kd-trees [5] or M-trees [9] can
simulate this by terminating the search early, for example shown by Zezula et al.
[29] for M-trees. Other techniques [20,21] build a graph from the dataset, where
each vertex is associated with a data point, and a vertex is adjacent to its true
nearest neighbors in the data set. Others involve projecting data points into a
lower-dimensional space using hashing. A lot of research has been conducted with
respect to locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [15], but there exist many other techniques that rely on hashing for finding nearest neighbors; see [27] for a survey on the
topic. We note that, in the realm of LSH-based techniques, algorithms guarantee
sublinear query time, but solve a problem that is only distantly related to finding
the k nearest neighbors of a query point. In practice, this could mean that the
algorithm runs slower than a linear scan through the data, and counter-measures
have to be taken to avoid this behavior [1,25].
Given the difficulty of the problem of finding nearest neighbors in highdimensional spaces and the wide range of different solutions at hand, it is natural to
ask how these algorithms perform in empirical settings. Fortunately, many of these
techniques already have good implementations: see, e.g., [23,6,19] for tree-based,
[7,11] for graph-based, and [3] for LSH-based solutions. This means that a new
(variant of an existing) algorithm can show its worth by comparing itself to the many
previous algorithms on a collection of standard benchmark datasets with respect to
a collection of quality measures. What often happens, however, is that the evaluation of a new algorithm is based on a small set of competing algorithms and a small
number of select datasets. This approach poses problems for everyone involved:
(i) The algorithm’s authors, because competing implementations might be unavailable, they might use other conventions for input data and output of results,
or the original paper might omit certain required parameter settings (and, even
if these are available, exhaustive experimentation can take lots of CPU time).
(ii) Their reviewers and readers, because experimental results are difficult to reproduce and the selection of datasets and quality measures might appear selective.
This paper proposes a way of standardizing benchmarking for nearest neighbor
search algorithms, taking into account their properties and quality measures. Our
benchmarking framework provides a unified approach to experimentation and
comparison with existing work. The framework has already been used for experimental comparison in other papers [20] (to refer to parameter choice of algorithms)
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and algorithms have been contributed by the community, e.g., by the authors of
NMSLib [7] and FALCONN [3]. An earlier version of our framework is already
widely used as a benchmark referred to from other websites, see, e.g., [7,3,6,19,11].
Related work. Generating reproducible experimental results is one of the greatest
challenges in many areas of computer science, in particular in the machine learning
community. As an example, openml.org [26] and codalab.org provide researchers
with excellent platforms to share reproducible research results.
The automatic benchmarking system developed in connection with the mlpack
machine learning library [10,13] shares many characteristics with our framework:
it automates the processs of running algorithms with preset parameters on certain
datasets, and can visualize these results. However, the underlying approach is
very different: it calls the algorithms natively and parses the standard output
of the algorithm for result metrics. Consequently, the system relies solely on the
correctness of the algorithms’ own implementations of quality measures, and adding
new quality measures needs changes in every single algorithm implementation. We
instead require algorithms to expose a simple programmatic interface, which is only
required to return the set of nearest neighbors of a given query, after preprocessing
the set of data points. Timing and quality measure computation is conducted within
our framework. This lets us add new metrics without rerunning the algorithms,
if the metric can be computed from the set of returned elements.
Our benchmarking framework does not aim to replace these tools; instead, it
complements them.
Contributions. We describe our system for benchmarking approximate nearest
neighbor algorithms with the general approach described in Section 3. The system
allows for easy experimentation with k-NN algorithms, and visualizes algorithm
runs in an approachable way. Moreover, in Section 4 we use our benchmark suite to
overview the performance and quality of current state-of-the-art k-NN algorithms.
This allows us to identify areas that already have competitive algorithms, to compare
different methodological approaches to nearest neighbor search, but also to point out
challenging datasets and metrics, where good implementations are missing or do not
take full advantage of properties of the underlying metric. Having this overview has
immediate practical benefits, as users can select the right combination of algorithm
and parameters for their application. In the longer term, we expect that more
algorithms will become able to tune their own parameters according to the user’s
needs, and our benchmark suite will also serve as a testbed for this automatic tuning.

2

Problem Definition and Quality Measures

We assume that we want to find near neighbors in a space X with a distance
measure dist : X × X → R, for example the d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd
under Euclidean distance (l2 norm), or d-dimensional Hamming space {0,1}d under
Hamming distance.
An algorithm A for nearest neighbor search builds a data structure DSA for
a data set S ⊂ X of n points. In a preprocessing phase, it creates DSA to support
3

the following type of queries: For a query point q ∈ X and an integer k, return
a result tuple π = (p1 , ... , pk0 ) of k 0 ≤ k distinct points from S that are “close”
to the query q. Nearest neighbor search algorithms generate π by refining a set
C ⊆ S of candidate points w.r.t. q by choosing the k closest points among those
doing distance computations. The size of C (and thus the number of distance
computations) is denoted by N . We let π ∗ = (p∗1 ,...,p∗k ) denote the tuple containing
the true k nearest neighbors for q in S (where ties are broken arbitrarily). We
assume in the following that all tuples are sorted according to their distance to q.
2.1

Quality Measures

We use different notions of “recall” as a measure of the quality of the result returned
by the algorithm. Intuitively, recall is the ratio of the number of points in the result
tuple being true nearest neighbors and the number k of true nearest neighbors.
However, this intuitive definition is fragile when distances are not distinct or when
we try to add a notion of approximation to it. To avoid these issues, we use the
following distance-based definitions of recall and (1+ε)-approximative recall, that
take the distance of the k-th true nearest neighbor as threshold distance.
|{p contained in π | dist(p,q) ≤ dist(p∗k ,q)}|
k
|{p
contained
in
π
|
dist(p,q)
≤ (1+ε)dist(p∗k ,q)}|
recallε (π,π ∗ ) =
, for ε > 0.
k
recall(π,π ∗ ) =

(If all distances are distinct, recall(π,π ∗ ) matches the intuitive notion of recall.)
We note that (approximate) recall in high dimensions is sometimes criticised;
see, for example, [7, Section 2.1]. We investigate the impact of approximation as
part of the evaluation in Section 4, and plan to include other quality measures such
as position-related measures [29] in future work.
2.2

Performance Measures

With regard to the performance, we use the performance measures defined in Table 1,
which are divided into measures of the performance of the preprocessing step, i.e.,
generation of the data structure, and measures of the performance of the query algorithm. With respect to the query performance, different communities are interested
in different cost values. Some rely on actual timings of query times, where others rely
on the number of distance computations (reflected in the accuracy of the algorithm).
The framework can take both of these measures into account. However, none of
the currently included algorithms report the number of distance computations.
Name of Measure
Index size of DS
Index build time DS
Accuracy of a query
Time of a query

Computation of Measure
Size of DS after preprocessing finished (in kB)
Time it took to build DS (in seconds)
N /n
Time it took to run the query and generate result tuple π

Table 1. Performance measures used in the framework.
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3

System Design

ANN-Benchmarks is implemented as a Python library with several different frontends: one script for running experiments and a handful of others for working
with and plotting results. It is designed to be run in a virtual machine or Docker
container, and so comes with shell scripts for automatically installing algorithms,
dependencies, and datasets.
The experiment front-end has some parameters of its own that influence what
algorithms will be tested: the dataset to be searched (and an optional dataset of
query points), the number of neighbours to search for, and the distance algorithm
to be used to compare points. The plotting front-ends are also aware of these
parameters, which are used to select and label plots.
This section gives only a high-level overview of the system; see http://sss.
projects.itu.dk/ann-benchmarks/ for more detailed technical information.
3.1

Installing algorithms and datasets

Each dataset and library has a shell script that downloads, builds and installs it.
These scripts are built on top of a shell function library that defines a few common
operations, like cloning and patching a Git repository or downloading a dataset
and checking its integrity. Datasets may also need to be converted; we include
Python scripts for converting a few commonly-used formats into the plain-text
format used by our system, and the shell scripts make use of these.
The shell function library used to install algorithm libraries can also automatically apply a patch series, so we can carry patches in our repository that make
algorithms available to the framework before later moving them upstream.
Adding support for a new algorithm to ANN-Benchmarks is as easy as writing
a script to install it and its dependencies, making it available to Python by writing
a wrapper (or by reusing an existing one), and adding the parameters to be tested
to the configuration files. Most of the installation scripts fetch the latest version
of their algorithm from its Git repository, but there is no requirement to do this;
indeed, installing several different versions of an algorithm would make it possible
to use the framework for regression testing.
Algorithm wrappers. To be usable by our system, each of the algorithms to be
tested must have some kind of Python interface. Many libraries already provide
their own Python wrappers, either written by hand or automatically generated
using a tool like SWIG; others are implemented partly or entirely in Python.
To bring algorithms that do not provide a Python interface into the framework,
we specify a simple text-based protocol that supports the few operations we care
about: parameter configuration, sending training data, and running queries. The
framework comes with a wrapper that communicates with external programs using
this protocol. In this way, algorithms can be run in external front-end processes
implemented in any programming language.
The protocol has been designed to be easy to implement. Every message is a
line of text that will be split into tokens according to the rules of the POSIX shell,
good implementations of which are available for most programming languages. The
5

protocol is flexible and extensible: front-ends are free to include extra information
in replies, and they can also implement special configuration options that cause
them to diverge from the protocol’s basic behaviour. As an example, we provide a
simple C implementation that supports an alternative query mode in which parsing
and preparing a query data point and running a query are two different commands.
(As the overhead of parsing a string representation of a data point is introduced
by the use of the protocol, removing it makes the timings more representative of
normal use of the algorithm.)
3.2

Loading datasets and computing ground truth

Once we have datasets available, we must load them and compute the ground truth
for the query set: the true nearest neighbours for each query point, along with their
distances. This ground truth is passed, along with the values obtained by each
experiment, to the functions used by the plotting scripts to calculate the various
quality metrics.
The query set for a dataset is, by default, a pseudorandomly-selected set of ten
thousand entries separated from the rest of the training data. If this behavior is
not wanted, datasets can declare a different number of queries in their metadata,
or the user can provide an explicit query set instead.
Depending on the values of the system’s own configuration parameters, many different sets may have to be computed. Each of these is stored in a separate cache file.
3.3

Creating algorithm instances

After loading the dataset, the framework moves on to creating the algorithm
instances. It does so based on a YAML configuration file that specifies a hierarchy
of dictionaries: the first level specifies the point type, the second the distance metric,
and the third each algorithm to be tested. Each algorithm gives the name of its wrapper’s Python constructor; a number of other entries are then expanded to give the
arguments to that constructor. Figure 1 shows an example of this configuration file.
The base-args list consists of those arguments that should be prepended to
every invocation of the constructor. Figure 1 also shows one of the special keywords,
"@metric", that is used to pass one of the framework’s configuration parameters
to the constructor.
float :
any :
annoy :
constructor : Annoy
base - args : [" @metric "]
run - groups :
one - or - two - hundred - trees :
args : [[100 , 200] , [100 , 200 , 400 , 1000]]
four - hundred - trees :
args : [400 , [1000 , 2000 , 4000 , 10000]]

Fig. 1. An example of a fragment of an algorithm configuration file.
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Algorithms must specify one or more “run groups“, each of which will be
expanded into one or more lists of constructor arguments. The args entry completes the argument list, but not directly: instead, the Cartesian product of all
of its entries is used to generate many lists of arguments. The annoy entry in in
Figure 1, for example, expands into twelve different algorithm instances, from
Annoy("euclidean", 100, 100) to Annoy("euclidean", 400, 10000).
3.4

The experiment loop

Once the framework knows what algorithms to run, it moves on to the experiment
loop. (Figure 2 gives an overview of the loop.) Each algorithm instance is run in a
separate subprocess. This makes it easy to clean up properly after each algorithm
– simply destroying the subprocess takes care of everything. This approach also
gives us a simple and algorithm-agnostic way of computing the memory usage of
an algorithm: the subprocess takes a snapshot of its memory consumption before
and after initialising the algorithm’s data structures and compares the difference.
The complete results of each run are sent back to the main process using a pipe.
The main process performs a blocking, timed wait on the other end of the pipe,
and will destroy the subprocess if the user-configurable timeout is exceeded before
any results are available.
3.5

Results and metrics

The fact that we store the complete results of each run – the time taken for each
query and the indices and distances of each candidate – makes it easy to add new
metrics and minimises wasted computation.
For each run, we store the full name – including the parameters – of the algorithm
instance, the time it took to evaluate the training data, and the near neighbours
returned by the algorithm, along with their distance from the query point. (To
avoid affecting the timing of algorithms that do not indicate the distance of a result,
the experiment loop independently re-computes distance values after the run is
Preprocessing Phase

Query Phase
Yes

ANN-Benchmarks

No
Queries left?

Measure index
build time/size

query(q, k)

[p1,…,pk]

getAdditional()

{“candidates”: 245,
… }

{

Algorithm

{

train(X)

Measure query time
time

Fig. 2. Overview of the interaction between ANN-Benchmarks and an algorithm
under test. The algorithm builds an index data structure for the dataset X in the
preprocessing phase. During the query phase, it returns k near neighbors for each
query point; after answering a query, it can also report any extra information it
might have, such as the size of the candidate set.
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Fig. 3. Interactive plot screen from framework’s website (cropped). Plot shows
“Queries per second” (y-axis, log-scaled) against “Recall” (x-axis, not shown).
Highlighted data point corresponds to a run of Annoy with parameters as depicted,
giving about 1249 queries per second for a recall of about 0.52.
Principle
k-NN graph
tree-based
LSH
random-projection forest
other

Algorithms
KGraph [11], SWGraph [21,7], HNSW [20,7]
FLANN [23], BallTree [7]
FALCONN [3], MPLSH [12,7], FAISS [16] (+PQ codes)
Annoy [6], RPForest [19]
DOLPHINN [4] (Projections + Hypercube)
Multi-Index Hashing (MIH) [24] (exact Hamming search)

Table 2. Overview of tested algorithms. Implementations in italics have “recall”
as quality measure provided as an input parameter.
otherwise finished.) Each run is stored in a separate file in a directory hierarchy
that encodes the framework’s configuration. Keeping runs in separate files makes
them easy to compress, easy to enumerate, and easy to re-run, and individual
results – or sets of results – can easily be shared to make results more transparent.
Metric functions are passed the ground truth and the results for a particular
run; they can then compute their result however they see fit. Addding a new quality
metric is a matter of writing a short Python function and adding it to an internal
data structure; the plotting scripts query this data structure and will automatically
support the new metric.
3.6

Frontend

ANN-Benchmarks provides two options to evaluate the results of the experiments: a
script to generate individual plots using Python’s matplotlib and a script to generate
a website that summarizes the results and provides interactive plots with the option
to export the plot as LATEX code using pgfplots. See Figure 3 to see a small example.
Plots depict the Pareto frontier over all runs of an algorithm; this gives an immediate
impression of the algorithm’s general characteristics, at the cost of concealing some
of the detail. When more detail is desired, the scripts can also produce scatter plots.

4

Evaluation

In this section we present a short evaluation of our findings from running benchmarks in the benchmarking framework.
Experimental setup. All experiments were run in Docker containers on Amazon
EC2 c4.2xlarge instances that are equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2666v3 processors
8

Dataset
SIFT
GLOVE
NYTimes
Rand-Angular
SIFT-Hamming
NYTimes-Hamming

Data/Query Points
1 000 000 / 10 000
1 183 514 / 10 000
234 791 / 10 000
1 000 000 / 1 000
1 000 000 / 10 000
234 791 / 10 000

Dimensionality
128
100
256
128
256
128

Metric
Euclidean
Angular
Euclidean
Angular
Hamming
Hamming

Table 3. Datasets under consideration
(4 cores available, 2.90 GHz, 25.6MB Cache) and 15 GB of RAM running Amazon
Linux. We ran a single experiment multiple times to verify that performance was
reliable, and compared the experiments results with a 4-core Intel Core i7-4790
clocked at 3.6 GHz with 32GB RAM. While the latter was a little faster, the relative
order of algorithms remained stable. For each parameter setting and dataset, the
algorithm was given thirty minutes to build the index and answer the queries.
Tested Algorithms. Table 2 summarizes the algorithms that are at the moment included in our framework. More thorough descriptions of the algorithms
can be found in the references provided. The scripts that set up the framework
automatically fetch the most current version found in each algorithm’s repository.
Datasets. The datasets used in this evaluation are summarized in Table 3. Results
for other datasets are found on the framework’s website. The NYTimes dataset
was generated by building tf-idf descriptors from the bag-of-words version, and
embedding them into a lower dimensional space using the Johnson-Lindenstrauss
Transform [17]. Hamming space versions have been generated by applying Spherical
Hashing [14] using the implementation provided by the authors of [14]. The random
dataset Rand-Angular is generated by choosing √
500 query points at random and
putting clusters of 500 points at distance around α 2/3, where α grows linearly√
from
0 to 1 with step size 1/500. Each cluster has 500 points at distance around 2α 2/3
added. The rest of the dataset consists of random data points, 500 of which are chosen
√
as the other set of query points (with closest neigbors expected to be at distance 2).
Parameters of Algorithms. Most algorithms do not allow the user to explicitly
specify a quality target—in fact, only three implementations from Table 2 provide
“recall” as an input parameter. We used our framework to test many parameter
settings at once. The detailed settings tested for each algorithm can be found on
the framework’s website.
4.1

Objectives of the Experiments

We used the benchmarking framework to find answers to the following questions:
(Q1) Performance. Given a dataset, a quality measure and a number k of nearest
neighbors to return, how do algorithms compare to each other with respect
to different performance measures, such as query time or index size?
(Q2) Robustness. Given an algorithm A, how is its performance and result quality
influenced by the dataset and the number of returned neighbors?
(Q3) Approximation. Given a dataset, a number k of nearest neighbors to return,
and an algorithm A, how does its performance improve when the returned neighbors can be an approximation? Is the effect comparable for different algorithms?
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(Q4) Embeddings. Equipped with a framework with many different datasets and
distance metrics, we can try interesting combinations. How do algorithms
targeting Euclidean space or cosine similarity perform in, say, Hamming space?
How does replacing the internals of an algorithm with Hamming space related
techniques improve its performance?
The following discussion is based on a combination of the plots found on the
framework’s website; see the website for more complete and up-to-date results.
4.2

Discussion
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Fig. 4. Recall-QPS (1/s) tradeoff - up and to the right is better. Top: GLOVE,
bottom: SIFT; left: 10-NN, right: 100-NN.
(Q1) Performance. Figure 4 shows the relationship between an algorithm’s
achieved recall and the number of queries it can answer per second (its QPS) on
the two datasets GLOVE (cosine similarity) and SIFT (Euclidean distance) for 10and 100-nearest neighbor queries.
For GLOVE, we observe that the graph-based algorithms HNSW and SWGraph,
the LSH-based FALCONN, and the “random-projection forest”-based Annoy algorithm are fastest. For high recall values, HNSW is fastest, while for lower recall
values, FALCONN achieves highest QPS. We can also observe the importance of
implementation decisions: although Annoy and RPForest are both built upon the
same algorithmic idea, they have very different performance characteristics.
On SIFT, almost all algorithms except FAISS can achieve close to perfect recall.
In particular, the graph-based algorithms (along with KGraph) are fastest, followed
by Annoy. FALCONN, BallTree, and FLANN have very similar performance.
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Annoy
BallTree
FAISS
FALCONN
FLANN
HNSW
KGraph
MPLSH
SWGraph

Index size/QPS

Very few of these algorithms can tune themselves to produce a particular recall
value. In particular, the fastest algorithms on the GLOVE dataset expose many parameters, leaving the user to find the combination that works best. The KGraph algorithm, on the other hand, uses only a single parameter, which—even in its “smallest”
choice—still guarantees recall at least 0.9 on SIFT. FLANN manages to tune itself for
a particular recall value on the SIFT dataset; for GLOVE with high recall values, however, the tuning does not complete within the time limit, especially with 100-NN.
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Fig. 5. Recall-Index size (kB)/QPS (s) tradeoff - down and to the right is better.
Left: SIFT (k=100), right: GLOVE (k=10).

Figure 5 relates an algorithm’s performance to its index size. High recall can
be achieved with small indexes by probing many points; however, this probing is
expensive, and so the QPS drops dramatically. To reflect this performance cost,
we scale the size of the index by the QPS it achieves. This reveals that, on SIFT,
SWGraph and FLANN achieve good recall values with small indexes. Both BallTree
and HNSW show a similar behavior to each other. Annoy and FALCONN need rather
large indexes to achieve high QPS. The picture is very different on GLOVE, where
FALCONN provides the best ratio up to recall 0.8, only losing to the graph-based
approaches at higher recall values.
(Q2) Robustness. Figure 6 plots recall against QPS for Annoy, FALCONN, and
HNSW with fixed parameters over a range of datasets. Each algorithm has a distinct
performance curve. In particular, FALCONN has very fast query times for low recall
values; the other two algorithms appear to have some base cost associated with
each query that prevents this behavior. Although all algorithms take a performance
hit for high recall values, HNSW (when it has time to complete its preprocessing)
is the least affected. All algorithms show a sharp transition for the random dataset;
this is to be expected based on the dataset’s composition (cf. Datasets above).
(Q3) Approximation. Figure 7 relates achieved QPS to the (approximate) recall
of an algorithm. The plots show results on the NYTimes dataset for recall with no
approximation and approximation factors of 1.01 and 1.1. The dataset is notoriously
difficult; with no approximation, only a handful of algorithms can achieve a recall
above 0.98. However, we know the candidate sets of most algorithms are very close
to the true nearest neighbors, as even a very small approximation factor of 1.01
improves the situation drastically: all algorithms (except FAISS) get more than 0.9
recall. Allowing for an approximation of 1.1 yields very high performance for most
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Fig. 6. Recall-QPS (1/s) tradeoff - up and to the right is better, 10-nearest
neighbors, left: Annoy, middle: FALCONN, right: HNSW.
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Fig. 7. (Approximate) Recall-QPS (1/s) tradeoff - up and to the right is better,
nytimes dataset; left: ε = 0, middle: ε = 0.01, right: ε = 0.1
algorithms, although some benefit more than others: FALCONN, for example, now
always outperforms HNSW, while Annoy suddenly leaps ahead of its competitors.
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Fig. 8. Recall-QPS (1/s) tradeoff - up and to the right is better, 10-nearest
neighbors, left: SIFT-Hamming, right: NYTimes-Hamming.
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(Q4) Embeddings. Figure 8 shows a comparison between selected algorithms on
the binary versions of SIFT and NYTimes. The performance plot for HNSW in the
original Euclidean-space version is also shown. On SIFT, algorithms perform very
similarly to the original Euclidean-space version (see Figure 4), which indicates
that the queries are as difficult to answer in the embedded space as they are in the
original space. The behavior is very different on NYTimes, where all algorithms
improve their speed and quality. The only dedicated Hamming space algorithm
shown here, exact multi-index hashing, shows good performance at around 180
QPS on SIFT and 400 QPS on NYTimes.
As an experiment, we created a Hamming space-aware version of Annoy, using
the popcount intrinsic for distance computations, and sampling single bits (as in
Bitsampling LSH [15]) instead of choosing hyperplanes as in random projection
forests. This version is an order of magnitude faster on NYTimes; on SIFT, the
running times converge for high recall values.
The embedding into Hamming space does have some consistent benefits that we
do not show here. Hamming space-aware algorithms should always have smaller index sizes, for example, due to the compactness of bit vectors stored as binary strings.

5

Conclusion & Further Work

We introduced ANN-Benchmarks, an automated benchmarking system for approximate nearest neighbor algorithms. We described the system and used it to evaluate
existing algorithms. Our evaluation showed that well-enginereed solutions for
Euclidean and Cosine distance exist, and many techniques allow for fast nearest
neighbor search algorithms. At the moment, graph-based approaches such as HNSW
or KGraph outperform the other approaches for very high recalls, whereas LSHbased solutions such as FALCONN yield very high performance at lower recall values.
Index building for graph-based approaches takes a long time for datasets with difficult queries. We did not find solutions targeting Hamming space under Hamming
distance, but showed that substituting Hamming space-specific techniques into
more general algorithms can greatly improve their running time.
In future, we aim to add support for other metrics and quality measures, such
as positional errors [29]. Preliminary support exists for set similarity under Jaccard
distance, but algorithm implementations are missing. Testing Hamming spaceaware versions of the graph-based methods and FALCONN could also be instructive,
as could benchmarking GPU-powered nearest neighbor algorithms, one of which is
already included in FAISS [16]. We also intend to simplify and further automate the
process of re-running benchmarks when new versions of certain algorithms appear.
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